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"Song of Hesperus."

Queen and huntsress chaste and fair, now the sun is laid to sleep.

Queen and huntsress chaste and fair, now the sun is laid to sleep.
Seated in thy silver chair State in wonder manner keep
Queen and huntress, chaste and fair How the Sun is laid to sleep
Queen and huntress, chaste and fair How the Sun is laid to sleep
Section in the silver chair state in wonted manner keep.

Crescendo

Kespersin-crete thy light Goddess excellently bright.
Earth, let not thy curious shade dare itself to interpose.

Earth, let not thy curious shade dare itself to interpose.

Earth, let not thy curious shade dare itself to interpose.

Earth, let not thy curious shade dare itself to interpose.

Cynthia's shining orb was made heaven to clear when day did close.

Cynthia's shining orb was made heaven to clear when day did close.

Cynthia's shining orb was made heaven to clear when day did close.

Cynthia's shining orb was made heaven to clear when day did close.
Earth, let not thy curious shade dare itself to interpose

Earth, let not thy curious shade dare itself to interpose

Cynthia's shining orb was made beacon to clear when day did close

Cynthia's shining orb was made beacon to clear when day did close
lay the bow of
and cry crystal shining quiver
pearl apart
flying hast
Space to breathe how short so ever Thou that mak'st a

Space to breathe how short so ever Thou that mak'st a

Space to breathe how short so ever Thou that mak'st a

day of night goddess excellently bright

day of night goddess excellently bright

Queen and huntres

day of night goddess excellently bright
Chaste and fair, queen and hunter, chaste and fair, queen and hunter,
Chaste and fair, queen and hunter, chaste and fair, queen and hunter,
Queen and hunter, chaste and fair, queen and hunter,
Queen and hunter, chaste and fair, queen and hunter,

Chaste and fair, how the sun is laid to sleep, Hesperus,
Chaste and fair, how the sun is laid to sleep, Hesperus,
Chaste and fair, how the sun is laid to sleep, Hesperus,
Chaste and fair, how the sun is laid to sleep, Hesperus,